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WELCOME TO
When the call comes in, every second matters. Your crew is ready at a moment’s
notice to take action to protect property and save lives. You need an apparatus
built ready to respond, a truck that excels at every task, engineered to
meet your demands, a truck that is as ready as you are to take the call.

Dan Blum
At the heart of all we do lies a deep rooted passion for providing a product that performs when you need it most.

We make trucks uniquely tailored to your exact
requirements. Your name is on the first sheet
of metal and we build as we go, piece by
piece, to your exact specifications. There is no
such thing as mass production, no such thing

Our central location provides
swift delivery from coast
to coast, ensuring your
Toyne arrives at its new
home without delay.

as assembly lines. We have an entire team
dedicated to precisely executing your vision.
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Being a leader in this industry means providing the most aggressive tools to attack a fire.
Armed with Toyne Tailored features and built in the USA, our fire trucks are designed to be a
firefighter’s ultimate weapon. Reliable, durable and setting the highest safety standards for every
community’s heroes, you can count on our apparatus to perform no matter what the call requires.
Backed by an unwavering warranty and stall built, piece by piece, a Toyne truck is made to
survive the harshest environments. Our work is tailored to create the features you demand.
Bring your dream to our team and together we will create an apparatus of the highest caliber.

Since the first unit was put into service in 1942, Toyne, Inc. has consistently delivered quality-built
fire apparatus to departments across the nation. For more than 75 years Toyne has been building a
reputation for manufacturing fire trucks that you can rely on. From yesterday to today, and into the
future, Toyne Tailored Apparatus have been, and will be, built to take the call, every time.

Born and bred in the heartland of our great country. Toyne is proudly 100% American owned and operated. We use only the
best material to create our Toyne Tailored Apparatus, and are proud to assemble trucks in the town where our company was
founded over 75 years ago. Red, white and blue, Toyne stands for quality through and through.
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Built to take the call.

ENGINEERED
FOR SURVIVAL
We constantly seek the newest materials, technologies
and manufacturing techniques to turn your specifications
into the precision-engineered instrument you need.
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important a quality-built truck is to your needs - and so does our experienced team.
We are committed to meeting your specific needs. Our unique engineering process and rigorous
attention to detail are driven by our desire to serve those who protect our communities.

Engineered for Safety

Superior Protection

Attention to Detail

Firefighter safety is Toyne’s top priority.
We are leaders in adherence to NFPA standards.

We will take care of you with one of the
strongest warranty packages in the industry.

From the very first drawing of your truck, we seek your specific requirements to
ensure the final product exceeds your demands. Every detail will be exactly as
you require it to be, right down to the last painted stripe.

CAD Software

Press Brake Equipment
Production speed and parts consistency are streamlined with
industry-leading press brake equipment. Touchscreen control
systems simplify the process and increases accuracy.

A Toyne Tailored Apparatus is engineered to survive the toughest calls. You know just how

Fiber Laser Machine
Precision accuracy in every cut. The versatile
fiber laser machine boosts productivity and takes
precision-built apparatus to the next level.

Intuitive 3D design allows our engineering
team to conceptualize and transform ideas
into your next build.
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No two fire departments have exactly the same requirements. Toyne provides a wide range
of options that we further tailor to meet your specific needs.

AERIAL

PRV

No task is out of reach with a Toyne Aerial.
A step above the rest, our Aerial fire trucks
provide flexibility, stability and customizable
options, and ensure safety in every situation.

Necessity meets efficiency. The Toyne PRV (Priority
Response Vehicle) has been designed to not only be
the first apparatus on the scene, but to also allow you
to choose your pump panel location.
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PUMPER

TANKER/TENDER

PUMPER TANKER/TENDER

Accessibility to the scene and to your
tools is everything when lives are on the
line. Our Pumpers integrate easy access
with streamlined design options that give
you the flexibility to meet your needs.

Toyne constructs Tankers for optimum
maneuverability with a large carrying
capacity. Add in the ability for small team
operability, and you have a fire truck that
brings all the water you need to the scene.

Take two of the toughest fire apparatus on
the market and combine them, and you get
the ultimate in firefighting vehicles. Toyne
Pumper Tankers have the versatility, muscle
and flexibility to take on any challenge.
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RESCUE

RAPID ATTACK

WILDLAND

Whether you need a vehicle for rescue operations, or another
specific emergency response, Toyne will manufacture rescue
trucks to your specifications. With the space and features you
need at your fingertips, your department will be
well-equipped to accomplish the task at hand. PAGE

When you need agility and a smaller frame for tighter
spaces, the Toyne family of Rapid Attack units packs
everything you need into a compact footprint. Power and
efficiency are the trademarks of Toyne rescue
apparatus that are second to none.
PAGE

Designed for the rugged terrain
of the American wilderness,
Toyne’s Wildland and Urban
interface fire trucks provide
both form and function.
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TOYNE AERIAL
A step above the rest, our Aerials provide flexibility and ensure safety
in every situation. Each of these trucks come equipped with the exact
size and style of ladder your department calls for, built with premium
materials and engineered for maximum performance.
Whether you need to reach a roof or want high hose support, our Aerials
provide a solid wheelbase allowing for flexibility and quick reaction.

Trust Toyne outriggers
to keep things stable
on the ground while
your crew ascends
to the fire.

Brookings FD

Toyne’s convenient
hosebed and ladder
slide lets you easily
tuck your gear away
until the next call.

Lyncourt FD
Palmview FD
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TOYNE EXCLUSIVE
Toyne’s enclosed pump panel
takes up less space and allows
you to choose your panel
location. Available as a
‘slide out and down,’
slide out tool board
or stationary
mounted in a
compartment
or the cab.

TOYNE PRV
First out the door. First on the scene. Engineered to handle the work of two
apparatus, the Toyne Priority Response Vehicle (PRV) is built for the specific
needs of your fire department. Featuring an enclosed pump panel available in
three styles: ‘slide out and down,’ slide out tool board or permanently mounted
in a compartment or the cab, your department can choose the panel location,
which maximizes efficiency, takes up less space and puts your team in control.
Quality comes standard. Our team works alongside industry-trusted
manufacturers to provide you with options that are the best fit for your
department. From customized chassis and pump mountings, to lighting and
electrical systems, your Toyne PRV is outfitted for the harsh elements you
encounter while on the call. Backed by one of the industry’s strongest warranty
packages, you can be confident that your Toyne PRV is built to take the call.

Intuitively designed
upper side
extensions with
coffin compartments
provide additional
storage capacity
and put more gear
within reach.

We can customize
your storage options
to include slide
out and transverse
trays, full-depth
compartments, as
well as adjustable
shelving.

East Corning FD

West Liberty FD

West Crescent FD
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TOYNE EXCLUSIVE
Toyne’s under step storage
provides easy access to
more gear without getting
in the way while
answering a fire or
emergency call.

TOYNE PUMPER
Accessibility is everything when lives are on the
line and our Pumpers flawlessly combine easy
access with streamlined design. Innovative
pump placement sets our Pumpers apart in the
industry. Top, rear and side mounts allow our
engineers to place a pump wherever you need it.
Adding to our Pumpers’ prowess are three
different choices of pumps from Waterous, Hale
and Darley, each designed for maximum power
to knock flames out and keep them down.

Mission FD

Salix FD
Fort Dodge FD
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TOYNE TANKER/TENDER
What does fire fear most? Water, of course, making it critical that you get as
much water to a fire as quickly as possible. Toyne constructs Tankers to have
optimum maneuverability with a large carrying capacity, while also being
operable by a small amount of trained personnel. With a range of 2,000 to
4,000 gallon capacity, we can help select the ideal size for your community.
The cornerstone of our Tankers, the body, can be constructed of stainless steel
or aluminum. We stand behind all of our quality products and the Tanker
is no exception, as our poly tanks come with lifetime warranties. Stainless
steel plumbing and additional portable pumps allow for quick and effective
response as soon as one of our Tankers arrives at the scene.

Toyne’s pump panel can
be configured to meet
your needs, bringing you
increased tool storage
with features like this
slide-out tray. The panel
can also be placed in an
enclosed compartment,
with the size and location
freeing up additional
storage for tools such as
a portable pump or hose

Guthrie Center Rural FD

reel, providing you with
the equipment you need
for any situation.

Le Mars FD

Howard County FD
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TOYNE EXCLUSIVE
Toyne’s ergonomically
designed pump panel
places the controls next
to the gauge and
provides the best
maintenance
access in the
business.

TOYNE PUMPER TANKER/TENDER
The ultimate in firefighting
vehicles, our Pumper Tankers come
prepared to take on any challenge.
A meshing of massive quantities of
water and top of the line pumping
capabilities, our Pumper Tankers
are capable of battling the most
intense blazes. The customization
options available on both our
Pumper and Tanker class trucks
give us the ability to meet your
department’s exact needs with a
Toyne Pumper Tanker.

Spirit Lake FD

Shawnee Heights FD
Isabella VFD
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TOYNE RESCUE
Whether your firefighters need a standard
or trench rescue, or your department
requires an air and light, special
services or command vehicle, Toyne will
manufacture it to your specifications with
the space required to fulfill the job at hand.
Utilizing our walk around design, the Toyne
Rescue is easily customizable to meet your
individual department’s critical needs.

Onondaga Hill FD

Foscoe VFD
Hancock FD
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TOYNE EXCLUSIVE
Toyne’s superior underbody
support system allows the rear
compartments to be opened
into each other for
storage of heavy and
bulky items, or long
items such as
backboards.

TOYNE RAPID ATTACK
A dynamo of speed, nimbleness, and adaptability, our
Rapid Attack is an all-purpose firefighting power. Bridging
maximum mobility with custom design, our versatile Rapid
Attack units can be outfitted for virtually any terrain.

Princess Anne FD

Hundred FD

Nemacolin FD
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TOYNE WILDLAND
Designed for the rugged terrain of the American wilderness,
Toyne’s Wildland and Urban interface trucks provide both form
and function. Several pump options, including PTO and engine
driven pumps (or a combination of both) give your department
the flexibility to fight wildland fires across the diverse
landscape of any region. Regular Class A foam or CAFS foam
systems help you stretch your water to its maximum.

Slaterville Springs FD

Dickinson FD

Toyne Demo

Lone Peak FD
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You know what you need. We make it happen.
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B U I LT T O
ENDURE.

B U I LT T O
PERFORM.

B U I LT T O
SAV E L I V E S .

B U I LT
FOR YOU.

B U I LT T O TA K E
THE CALL.

A testament to our team’s dedication
and attention to detail, Toyne fire
apparatus stand strong when the heat
is on. We hold every piece and every
process to a higher standard, resulting
in a level of quality that is all our own.

Our apparatus are designed with ingenuity,
thoughtfully utilizing every compartment and
incorporating unique features that ensure you are
prepared for anything. With one of the strongest
warranty packages in the industry, Toyne trucks are
built to perform when you have to be at your best.

Our precision engineering process ensures
every component works together to keep
you safe while you are saving lives. We
design and construct critical features
utilizing durable materials that give you
superior confidence in Toyne fire apparatus.

We aren’t order takers. Every department’s needs are
unique and we collaborate with every customer to
truly understand your individual requirements. Our
stall built process ensures your exact specifications
are considered during each stage of production,
resulting in a Toyne truck that is truly yours.

Toyne emergency vehicles combine top tier
materials and technology with expert craftsmanship
and a commitment to meeting each of our clients’
exact needs. We are an answer to the industry’s
need for a superior product. Have no doubt,
Toyne is built to take the call.
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